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Library News
APRIL BOOK SALE
A reminder that due to Easter the society will meet on the 4th Sunday of
April.
There will be a large variety of books
and DVDs for sale...
NEW BOOKS IN LIBRARY
‘Infinite Love is the Only Truth : Everything Else is Illusion’
David Icke.
‘Cosmic Voyage’
A scientific discovery of extraterrestrials visiting earth.
Courtney Brown, PH.D.
‘Journeys Out of The Body’
The Classic work on Out of Body Experience, Robert A. Monroe
‘Voyages Into the Afterlife’
Bruce Moen.
‘Afterlife Knowledge Guidebook’
Bruce Moen.
‘Towards A New Alchemy’ The Millennium Science
Dr. Nick Begich.
								Marilyn Smith
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Speaker for April 27th, 2014
Eric Cathan
- Understanding the Invisible Mechanism of Stress -

T

his presentation introduces our listeners
to an ancient Eastern method for increasing one’s own internal energy resources
to prevent leakages or obstructions to vital
life force, when experiencing the daily pressures of life.
The talk will demonstrate simple ways to
achieve balance and good health with vital
Qi energy, and provide a clear understanding
of the body’s vital energy system and its functions.
Eric Cathan is an experienced Qi practitioner, with 17 years experience. He trained in South Korea in the ancient healing art of Qi
or vital energy. He brings a unique approach to presenting Eastern
healing methods, which incorporates the energy system, and the
power of the mind.
He has worked extensively with cancer survivors (USA), emergency response workers and in drug recovery (UK). Eric is also a
classically-trained musician (Classical Guitar) having studied in
Paris.
He has been active on the Australian music scene for many years.
Currently, Eric runs the Qi Centre in Crows Nest, in partnership
with his two sisters, Nathalie and Huguette, who are also experienced Qi practitioners.
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From the Editor

C

ongratulations to our new management team, elected at our March
2014 AGM. The election was presided over by Returning Officer
Tony Pezzutto.
Gordon Marshall, who has held the position of President for three years,
has completed his term and has stepped down. Fred Hynes, a long term
member of the Committee and Executive, is moving to Queensland and
has resigned from the Committee.
Our new team members are:
• President 				
- Martine Negro
• Vice-President 			
- Sally Lamont
• Secretary 				
- Robyn Lee
• Treasurer 				- Thierry Verriest
• Public Officer			
- Amalia Pezzutto
• Librarian 				
- Marilyn Smith
• Speaker / Flyer coordinator - Gordon D L Marshall
• Seminar Coordinator 		
- Olga Kosterin
• Newsletter Editor 		
- François Capmeil
• Other committee members : Marie Wood and Peter Ferguson.
Through dowsing we have access to unlimited inner resources. I am so
glad that so many people are happy to help support our society and the
task of spreading the use of dowsing skills.
“There is a practical, exciting journey waiting for everyone interested in the
dowsing skills. It can lead by progressive expansion of thought to perceptions
far beyond the normal restrictions of our five senses.” (Hamish Miller)
The Society is there to provide an environment where we can learn a
range of skills, which will enable us to survive and flourish during the
tumultuous times in which we live.
Until next time..							François
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An Energy Transposing Unit
By John Richardson

I

have written about installing
one of these units in many of my
exploits with energy. I promised
you I would tell you how it is done.
It can be installed remotely or onsite, whilst in your Dowsing Mode.
Think of it as a type of car wash, it
runs on energy instead of water,
and will transpose any non-beneficial energies into beneficial energies,
on any designated area of land, including any water or buildings on that
property.
It will cover any defined area and will extend beyond the property’s
boundary line by about 400 centimetres. This overlap is necessary to protect the subject area but does not interfere with the property next-door.
Should that property have a similar energy transposing unit installed it
also would have a similar overlap. The overlapping energies do not interfere with each other.
Site preparation
Go just inside the front gateway onto the property. Take your Pendulum,
L-Rod, or whatever dowsing tool you are comfortable with in your hand
of preference.
To make sure nothing is stopping the unit’s installation, go into your
dowsing or divining mode, call on GOD (or whatever works for you) :
“-Are there any conditions preventing the ‘locking-in-place’, with unconditional love, of an energy transposing unit at this address ? (spell the address
here).”
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Watch dowsing response for Yes/No answer. If Yes, ask: “can you fix this?”
If yes ask: “do it! and indicate when it is done.“ Await answer.
I will assume all is now well and we are able to proceed. Your other arm
is held by your side with the elbow bent so the palm is facing down and
parallel to the ground. RELAX, this is a labour of unconditional love.
Your intent
“- Please help me ‘put-in-place’, with unconditional love, an energy transposing site at this address (spell the address here). With the intent to gather from
all that pass through it, all non beneficial energies right back to their sources,
and L-Rod will swing to outside of body and remain there a while continue…”
“- Turn them over in the energy scale and transpose them from non-beneficial
energies to beneficial energies at the optimum variable strength and values.”
At same time turn your other hand over, with the palm now facing upwards – do not have hand stiff - softly – like when you are feeding a deer
from the palm of your hand.
About this time the L-Rod will swing around to the inside of your body
and touch your chest –it may stay there for some time whilst you continue saying your intent...
“- Please take all the negative attitudes and change them to positive attitudes
and enhance all positive values with unconditional love”
“- Now spread all beneficial energies and the physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual parts of beneficial energies all through the air, land, water and
buildings.”
“- The site to be self cleansing, require no maintenance and be permanent.”
The L-Rod will slowly come around and face ahead and stay still. During
this time you may become aware of some feeling on some parts of your
Page 6
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body, head or arms, but in particular the palm and fingers of your free
hand – e.g. weight, warmth, tingle, wet or damp or other feeling, and
this may remain until the whole thing is in place when the feeling will
slowly lift – become light and go away.
This process usually lingers for some time after the stated intent is finished. Make sure the L - Rod comes off your chest and points ahead and
is still. This is an indication that the non-beneficial energies have been
transposed.
If you think you have made a mistake do it a second time etc.
If you are satisfied with your effort give thanks:
“- GOD, (or whatever works for you) thank you for putting in place, with
unconditional love, this energy transposing site. Thank you.”
You can ascertain by dowsing means if the Energy Transposing Unit has
reached full strength or how long it will be before it reaches full strength.
(usually full or part days)
You can even at the end ask the question:
“- Can you improve on this in any way?”
If your L-Rods etc. indicate Yes say:
“- Do it! Lock it in place and indicate when it is done.”
When verification received. Give thanks.
This is a very forgiving process, very user friendly.
Until next time, enjoy.
						John Richardson (02) 6643-3813
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The Power of Spirals
By François Capmeil and Barbara Johnson

B

arbara recently gave me some Tibetan Spiral Symbols she had kept
for years. I think they first appeared in the early days of the Society.
This inspired me to present them here, and to redraw the original artwork so they could be used again.
“The spiral is one of the building
blocks of creation. The universe
is filled with spirals. So are our
bodies. Spirals exist in the form
of galaxies; our own galaxy is, in
fact, a spiral. Sea animals and
land snails are protected by spiral
shells. Some animals grow spiral horns and spiral shaped tails.
The plant world is ripe with spirals. Flower petals and leaves are distributed in spiral patterns. Have you ever traced the spirals on a pineapple or
pinecone? Have you noticed the spiral whorls of your finger prints? We
process sound through the spiral cochlea and spiral ganglion of our inner
ears. And in the very nucleus of our cells, we find DNA that occurs in
spiralling helixes.
Energetically we find the spiral in the flow of our kundalini, depicted as
a double spiral that rises from the base of the spine. In ancient times the
sign and symbol of the physician was the Caduceus, which depicts, among
other elements, a pair of spiralling serpents; this spiral symbol continues
to be used today as an emblem of healing.
For tens of thousands of years, spirals have been used in conjunction
with healing. Spirals have been found in the form of pictographs or petroglyphs in most countries and cultures throughout the world.”
Contributed from http://www.allcanheal.com
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Dodecahedral Spiral
This symbol is found inside buildings all over Tibet. Tibetans have been
using this symbol for thousands of years to dry out dampness from walls.
A combination of 2 of these symbols, one overlapping the other, is even
more effective. If you have salt damp on that wall, place the double symbol where you can see it, and take note of any changes after you put it on.
I have printed them here so that you can photocopy them for your use.
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On the Polarity of Cats

M

by Heather Willings
Reprinted from the Journal of the British Society of Dowsers,
September 1992

ost people are of the opinion that
cats enjoy negative vibrations. It
is affirmed (in books, articles, lectures
and BSI workshops) that a cat will happily settle in a spot that other animals
shun, and will come to no harm there.
Only this cat didn’t agree.
He liked to visit me in the afternoons,
sprinting over the garden and jumping
up to the ground-floor windowsill of
my study-cum-bedroom. Time after
time I would pull the basket chair close
to the radiator, put a cushion on the
chair and place the cat on the cushion. But he would never stay there,
always moving to the bed, in the colder half of the room.
Eventually I dowsed the spot beside the radiator. It was negative. I changed
it to positive with a piece of amethyst. Next time the cat came visiting, I
put him back on the cushion on the chair beside the radiator. He turned
round a few times, then settled down and went to sleep.
Obviously some cats liked negative energy and others didn’t. No explanation for this sprang to mind, so I more or less forgot the matter.
Then some friends asked me to look after their house and two cats while
they were on holiday. I noticed that these charming tabbies liked sitting
in one particular corner of a certain armchair. It dowsed as strongly negative. And Maud and Minou had been spayed, whereas Visitor (now
deceased) had been an entire male.
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When dowsed, Maud and Minou turned out to have reversed polarity:
right paw negative, left paw positive. This was true at all times of day
except after meals, when for a short time their polarity was neutral, or
weakly positive, before reversing again.
Over the next week or two I visited, or waylaid various cats with pendulum in hand, and a definite pattern emerged:
• Four neutered cats (two male, two female) and two neutered dogs all
had reversed polarity.
• Six entire cats (four female, one male, one undetermined) all had positive polarity.
• All the neutered cats liked sitting on negative spots, and fled from
positive ones.
• The two entire cats, for whom the matter could be checked, liked sitting on positive spots.
I wondered whether the reversed polarity could be corrected, perhaps
with gold or diamond (corresponding in Lethbridge’s system to the female and male principles respectively), and started experimenting with a
gold chain and a diamond-studded locket. Results were as follows:
• Gold will change a neutered female’s polarity from negative to positive.
• Gold will change a neutered male’s polarity from negative to neutral.
• Diamond will change a neutered male’s polarity from negative to positive.
There are obvious implications here for the de-raying of geopathically
stressed homes. If a negative line or spot is changed to positive, it will be
harmful to any neutered animal in the house. So it would seem best to
make it neutral. Unless, of course, it is possible to provide the four-legged
inhabitants with gold or diamond collars!
Page 12
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A Californian Memory
By John Parker
Reprinted from the Journal of the British Society of Dowsers,
September 2001

I

n the early 60s (1961) a councillor at a summer camp I attended, introduced me to the concept of dowsing. He was an employee of PG&E
in California’s Central Valley. In addition to his regular duties as a lineman, he also performed cable and pipe finding chores. I was very sceptical that anyone could find buried pipes or cables with no more than a
couple of coat hanger wires bent into a ‘U shape’.
Another counsellor confirmed to me, however, that the counsellor I had
been talking to about dowsing, was regarded as some kind of wizard by
his fellow workers at Pacific Gas & Electric. No one knew how he did it,
but all agreed that he was almost never wrong. The PG&E dowser showed
me how to bend the coat hangers into the right shape, and how to loosely hold them in my outstretched hands. He also cautioned me that very
few people could make them work.
I then went off on my own to try out my luck with dowsing, and immediately found that as I walked forward slowly the wires seemed to ‘pull’
together at regular intervals.
Since I was in a wooded area of the mountains it seemed very unlikely
that there was any buried pipe or cable, but the sensation when the wires
pulled toward each other was undeniable. I began mapping the spots
where the wires pulled together and after a few hours saw that the points
when connected together formed a rectangular grid. My Boy Scout compass showed that the long sides of the rectangle pointed magnetic north/
south and the short sides perpendicular east/west.
When I returned to my home in the Central Valley (Fresno) I went out
to try my hand at finding pipes and cables. When I walked over a known
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pipe I got no reaction from
the wires. I was still finding
spots that when connected
formed the rectangular North/
South grid. With a friend to
observe, I closed my eyes and
walked over a mapped out
grid, and without fail the wires
came together at the same
spots. Furthermore at any place when I crossed a line on the grid, the
wires would come together. No matter at what angle I approached a line,
they would respond by pulling together when I crossed over it.
From bicycle to airplanes
I then tried riding my bicycle with no hands while I held the wires. Surprise! The wires only came together once in a while. I was moving at
about 10 mph on the bike as opposed to 2mph or less on foot. The points
still formed a rectangular grid but with much larger rectangles. When I
went back and walked over the lines plotted on my bicycle, the wires
would pull together but it seemed with more force than other nearby
lines I found by walking. Without going into detail about the experiments that followed, I found that there were stronger and weaker lines
(both N/S & E/W) and that they occurred at regular intervals. In a car
moving at 60mph only very strong lines were found.
By mapping these very strong lines, I projected where they would cross a
road 20 or 30 miles away. In another blindfold experiment, a friend
would drive to the area I projected the line would be, and without fail
while I was blindfolded in the back seat, I would find the lines where
they should be. When I went back on foot to these lines, I found that for
some distance around them the weaker lines were not detectable. The
weaker lines seemed to be ‘washed out’ by the effect of the very strong
lines.
Years later in the bathroom of a Boeing 707 at 30,000 ft, I pulled out my
Page 14
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Lay out of the Hartman grid over someone’s garden, highlighted with yellow tape

coat hanger wires, and sure enough they pulled together just like I was in
the back seat of a car or on my bicycle. I have never gone back to one of
the lines I detected in a 600mph airplane. I could never plot my position
like in a car or bike, so I didn’t know where they were exactly.
I have never produced any result except a uniform grid. In Hawaii where
I now live, the grid is almost square, while in California it is much more
rectangular and in Alaska where I visited many years ago it is composed
of very elongated rectangles.
Has anyone else reported such a finding with divining rods? I know nothing of finding water or pipes or lost treasure and remain sceptical. What
I have personally experienced, however, perplexes me to the point of
seeking an explanation outside of nuts and bolts engineering and known
science.
If what I experienced is real, could this be how birds navigate?
Any thoughtful input would be welcome.
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Earth Energy Lines
(Editor’s notes)

T

he lines John Parker had unwittingly discovered, are well known
and documented. The initial lines he picked up with his L-Rods
form what is called the Hartmann grid system. Discovered by a German
doctor, Ernst Hartmann, MD, it is comprised of parallel energy waves
rising vertically from the ground, up to several miles high.
The lines are alternatively positive and negative, running from north to
south and from east to west. In Australia the lines vary from about 8 to15
cm wide and form rectangles of 2.0 by 2.2 metres. The width shrinks
towards the poles as does the distance between meridians.
If a person is exposed to negative crossings for long hours, i.e. (bed or
work-station), they will irritate the nervous system and create rheumatic
illnesses, as well as undermine the immune system.
The stronger lines John detected, are part of the Benker grid system. A
stronger line super-imposed over the Hartmann grid, can be detected
every 5 Hartmann grid lines, which is part of the Benker grid system.
The Benker grid is named after Anton Benker, a German dowser from
Bavaria.
The distance between 2 grid lines is about 10 metres.The line itself has a
thickness of 20 to 30 centimetres. It matches the Hartmann Grid and
may be a higher resonance of same. The Benker grid forms a 3D cube
system, as such the lines form walls and floors which can be detected as
you go up an elevator. Dimensions and intensities can vary dependent on
geographic latitude and the specific location.
A third grid system, not mentioned by John Parker is the Curry grid system. Similar to the Hartmann, but at 45 degrees to north. Health problem occur when humans are exposed for long periods where multiple
crossing points overlap.
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The Flight Within
By Deborah Taylor

I

t was the twinkle in his eye
that I noticed first, that
undeniable spark that flowed
through his being and into
the world to shine light upon
this earth.
He walked with clarity and
power. Did I imagine him cutting through the ethers and walking toward me or was he an apparition that I created for my own reasons? The
line between illusion and ‘reality’ can sometimes become a bit blurry.
I was leaving Los Angeles and sat at the airport with all the other travellers waiting for my chariot to arrive. I am not a big fan of travelling by
air but how else was I to get back to the east coast? It was going to be a
long six-hour flight, so I decided to just hunker down and go mindless
for a while.
Out of my travel bag I pulled out a scarf that I was knitting for a boyfriend at that time. The scarf was never finished and the boyfriend was
dumped … but I digress. There I sat knitting like a little old granny, trying to pretend that I was anywhere else but LAX, Terminal C. The more
I think about it, the more I can safely say that I felt his presence first.
There was something about his whole aura that made him stand out
from the crowd and made me realize that he was not of this earth and if
he was, he was living a different life than mine. He walked with grace, a
kind of glide that said; “I am content with the moment and myself”. I wondered if anyone else noticed him and rather assumed not because he was
there for one purpose and one purpose only.
He was there to meet me or rather to come close and share his energy, so
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I was not the least bit surprised when he took the seat right next to mine.
It was reserved for him. We greeted each other as equals in that moment
of time, dispensed with the platitudes and got down to a discussion about
choices, roads that we had travelled and the knowledge that we gained
from our choosing.
Never once did we ask each other what we did for a living or where we
lived. His talk with me was allegorical in nature, metaphors that truly
could have been taken on so many different levels but of course my understanding was from the heart and he knew that. Meanings and assumptions were transferred by subtle inferences and intonations. It was
as if my soul was ravaged but now was slowly being nourished, filled to
the brim with Prana.
I don’t really remember him getting up to leave. For that matter, I don’t
remember gathering my belongings or boarding the plane. When I finally became cognizant of my surroundings I realized that I was in my
seat and we were getting ready for take off. Was he on this flight I wondered? Where did he go? Did he board this plane?
All of a sudden it became too much to think about. I felt as if I had had
an encounter with Infinity and I was tired. I looked around the plane to
find any available seats that were not taken and noticed some empty ones
in back.
After the plane had taken off and we were safely winging our way to the
Big Apple, I scrambled to the empty seats before anyone else got to them,
threw a warm blanket over myself and fell fast asleep. I was awakened by
the noise of the landing gear being dropped and locked into place, and a
friendly attendant telling me that it was time to land.
I sat upright with a start, buckled my seat belt around my waist and felt
a little uneasy about the fact that six hours had passed and I was aware of
nothing. As I sat wondering where I had been for the duration of the
flight, I noticed a piece of paper lying there on my bags. I picked it up
Page 18
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and started to read.
This is what it said:
“Dearest Angel, it does not surprise me that you have captured the only four
available seats left on the plane. I saw you in the lounge, knitting away like
a fair maiden and now find you sleeping as an innocent child.
Your power is great and your heart is open. May you travel the roads ahead
with love and wisdom, harnessing the power that you have at your command.
You will live a life of importance and meaning. Godspeed.”
I looked up and searched the plane but couldn’t find him. With my
heart pounding I quickly de-boarded and began to scour the airport. I
swear my mission was to find him and see him in the flesh.
My scientific mind wanted proof that he was a man but my heart danced
in excitement knowing that I had just experienced greatness. He simply
wasn’t to be found.
I stood at that luggage carousel watching the bags go round and round
while waiting for him to claim his, but I waited in vain. He was gone …
or didn’t exist … or a little bit of both.
I truly can’t tell you what happened that day but I felt as if I had touched
something amazing and alive and although ‘he’ was the catalyst, the greatness that I felt was inside of me and all he did was point the way.
(c) 2013 by www.deborahtaylorinthemoment.blogspot.com
Note: Deborah writes a wonderful blog called ‘In the moment’ illustrated
with beautiful images, which is well worth visiting.
This blog is from Saturday, March 17, 2012.
I used Deborah’ s original image (Ed).
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Compassion Exercise

I

ncrease the amount of compassion in
the world.

Instructions: This exercise can be done
anywhere that people congregate (airports, malls, parks, beaches etc.).
It could be done on strangers, unobtrusively, from some distance. Try to do all
five steps on the same person. Expected
results are a personal sense of peace.
Step 1: With attention on the person, repeat to yourself:
“Just like me, this person is seeking some happiness in his / her life.”
Step 2: With attention on the person, repeat to yourself:
“Just like me, this person is trying to avoid suffering in his / her life.”
Step 3: With attention on the person, repeat to yourself:
“Just like me, this person has known sadness, loneliness and despair.”
Step 4: With attention on the person, repeat to yourself:
“Just like me, this person is seeking to fulfil his / her needs.”
Step 5: With attention on the person, repeat to yourself:
“Just like me, this person is learning about life.”
Variations:
• May be done by couples and family members to increase understanding of each other.
• May be done on old enemies and antagonists still present in your
memories.
Page 20
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• May be done on other life forms.
This is one of thirty exercises that can be found in:
‘ReSurfacing, Techniques for Exploring Consciousness’ by Harry Palmer.
Excerpted with permission © 1994, 2014
ReSurfacing® is a registered trademark of Star’s Edge, Inc.
The book can be purchased here:
http://avatarbookstore.com/component/content/article/2-resurfacing.html

Sensational Afterlife Evidence

F

ollowing our AGM, we had a very energised and interesting talk, and
question and answer session with Wendy and Victor Zammit.

Wendy and Victor have recently published their revised book ‘A Lawyer
Presents the Evidence for the Afterlife’ which is available from Amazon,
Barnes and Noble, and Book Depository.
This book is the most comprehensive collection of evidence and sources
pertaining to the Afterlife, that you could hope for.
Wendy and Victor also publish their weekly free online ‘Friday Afterlife
Report’ to be found here:
www.victorzammit.com/archives
This is a wonderful resource accessed by many thousands of people around
the world. It is highly recommended to those of you not already enjoying
this weekly treat.
Our meeting was very happy, busy and informative.
											Robyn
Dowsers Society of NSW – April 2014
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Love is All There Is!
A message from Raymon Grace via his newsletter
Please read and join us in the new project, started in March 2014

T

his is a true statement, there is divine love and our awareness that
this is what we are. And there are many levels of not knowing that
we are love.
As you get farther and farther away from being the love that you are…
other things cover up that love and fill our thoughts. Guilt, sorrow, anger, hatred, all these things cover up the spark of divine love at the core
of each human. Some are so mired in the negative emotions that all they
can do is lie, cheat, steal, and wage war on those they come into contact
with.
You may have noticed that we have a lot of that in our world at the moment. So how is the best way to bring these people back to being the love
that they are?
You may have noticed that as a society, we have waged our own wars on
many things besides humans…we have a war on drugs, a war on cancer,
and a war on war too….fighting for peace.
Have you noticed any success with any of these? I believe it is time to approach this in a different manner.
This was inspired by a lady who wrote Raymon about having a conversation with poison ivy, and asking it to die for the sake of the children who
walked by it daily. So they would not get poison ivy. And three weeks
later, the vine was completely gone. She had been fighting it for some
time with poisons and the plant was thriving.
Raymon teaches us that energy follows thought, and what we think about
we give our energy to and it grows.
So as we hate our governments, and hate the criminals in our cities….
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they seem to gain more and more power these days.
What if, instead, we started appealing to that spark of love within them
and remind them of the love that they are. And do this for ourselves first.
Focus on that love and make it grow.
• Let’s each have a soul to soul talk with our government representatives,
in all areas, city, county, state and national levels, in our imagination.
• You can do this any way you like. Imagine them all in one form and
just talk to them one time as a group, or have a conversation with each
one of them. Ask them to look within themselves for the spark of love
that is there, and to operate only from that place of love. This will include love, respect, integrity, and honesty.
• Ask them to begin to fulfil the duties, to which they have been trusted
and elected to execute, with truth and love and to lookout for the
good of all the people they represent today.
• If they cannot do this, ask them to please remove themselves from office immediately, so they can be replaced with someone who can act in
this manner. And then let’s see them each day as a being of love, and
only focus on that spark and make it grow. This reminds me of what I
call the Jesus prayer.
• Asking that each person be made whole, and if they do not choose to
be made whole, that God nurture them at their deepest level of need.
• Have the conversation with them one time, then each day just ask that
all politicians and criminals be made whole, and if they do not choose
to be made whole, that they be nurtured at their deepest level of need.
And as you ask this, see them as a being of love.
• See yourself this way too…and watch the violet flame of love grow
within everyone on Earth. This is the way to lasting peace on Earth.
• Then focus on everyone as Love and watch it grow. When I speak of
love, I am not talking about emotional love as in ‘falling in love’, or beDowsers Society of NSW – April 2014
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ing ‘in love’. I am speaking of the Divine Love of God, Creator, Great
Spirit, whatever you want to call the Creator Being.
• The energy of this being is very high in vibration, it is Divine Love.
And it encompasses all things. We are the expression of that love, or
lack there of….so lets see everyone being the pure expression of Divine Love each day, and create that on Earth now.
If this resonates with you, please join with us and make this happen.
Email me at faye@tsvibrations.com with any results you see in your life,
your city, county, and country as you do this. Ask your friends to join
in….
Raymon had done some baseline dowsing to see where we are now, and
we will keep a check on it and let you know about our progress. Do this
yourself and let us know what you get also. This has been added to the
projects site at www.raymongraceprojects.com/loveproject.html
Who is Raymon Grace?
Raymon Grace, founder and president of Raymon Grace Foundation,
has taken dowsing to new heights, empowering individuals to gain more
control of their lives.
With a unique and down-to-earth manner,
he teaches in a style that characterizes his
life. He doesn’t own a suit and tie.
He lectures across North America, speaking
to a wide variety of audiences.
His work has been used in at least 10 countries to improve water quality, reduce violence in schools, communities and to eliminate abuse of women and children.
Page 24
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Soul Art Workshop
By Martine Negro

T

he lucky and adventurous participants of the first Soul Art workshop gave their full engagement and creativity in this active meditative process. They created a uniquely personal, symbolic expression of
their Soul’s desire to keep inspiring themselves on their deepest subconscious level.
Soul art activates simultaneously right and left brain, conscious and unconscious levels, heart energy, soul and intuition!!! And symbolic expression transcends any limitation, and allows deeper expansion of the
energy. So no wonder it is so powerful…
Of course, we use dowsing to streamline the entire process, selecting the
most appropriate statement, refining every detail, and activate the frequency. We had lots of fun, and as participants shared ideas, they enriched each other, opening their minds to more amazing possibilities!
We also agreed to use this unique creative process to support the Dowsers
Society of NSW, (which is entering the first year of a nine year cycle) in
its purpose to inspire people to incorporate dowsing into their life. This
is a group project, that will strengthen our inner connection within this
unique organization.
People left the workshop with excitement in their eyes, new supportive
ideas in their minds, ready to explore more ways they can manifest, and
enhance the quality of their lives!
If you missed out and are interested in attending the next one, please
contact the Dowsers Society.
Thank you to everyone who attended, and special thanks to Marilyn,
our enthusiastic librarian, who was the inspiration behind this special
workshop!!!
Blessings 								
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Speakers for May 18th, 2014
- Marie Chandler & Linda Thackray Face Reading

L

earn how to read your own face and you
will discover your hidden treasures. Understand how you face the world.
Reading other people’s faces will allow you to
see that there is more to people than your
first impression. It helps in getting a deeper
understanding of people and to uncover how
their biography is written all over their face.
The characteristics in the face provides a snapshot of how life is in
this moment, right now. As you take the time to bring awareness to
your body so you begin to notice the small differences. Become conscious of where you are in balance or where you are out of alignment.
Minor changes can bring forth rewarding results. When your body
is in balance, you will have the energy and motivation to be your
best. Blending physiology and psychology, to create an opportunity
for you to understand how your habits can become behaviours, and
how your body is speaking to you all the time, if only you were listening.
Marie Chandler is a holistic health practitioner and trainer in NLP
and Psychosomatic Therapy. As a holistic healer she calls upon a
number of modalities in order to create change for clients, providing them the space and opportunity to learn and grow.
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm
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